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2 of 2 review helpful For anyone hoping to better understand their own experiences or hoping to better explore By 
Bryan Jennewein Creators on Creating Awakening and Cultivating the Imaginative Mind does far more than inform 
the reader about the creative process it invites them to explore it and it does so through an illuminating amalgamation 
of works on the subject of creativity organized loosely into six collection This collection of over three dozen essays 
ponders the essence of creativity Includes selections from Henry Miller Federico Fellini Rainer Maria Rilke Isadora 
Duncan Frank Zappa and Mary Shelley A New Consciousness Reader com In this collection of essays by the world s 
most renowned creative types Ingmar Bergman Maurice Sendak Frank Zappa and Maya Angelou we learn time and 
again that the act of creation is a willingness to encounter the unknown If we never risk losing co 
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